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A SURVEY OF PIPE CORROSION AT NAVAL ACTIVITIES
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,•Tb determine the effectiveness of methods used ia the field teo protect
-- , :.pipeline systems from corrosion within a group of government activities)
: @ engineers from the U. S. Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory made on-site-•'} investigations of piping distribution systems in a to+.&! of twenty-three •'"Naval. activities located in various pla-ces ofL tk aiiccat tlni -=",• coast) gulf coast, Hawaii and inland California. Me data collect~ed from"•" ~the sites were more commonly from servwice pipelines such as steezm, hot ,
Y• water, potable water, sea water, sewage, air, gas and oil One hundred"

S~and six pipe installations were investiga-te l. Information. as to site,
_-- : soil characteristics, t~ype of coating or covering, date of installation,
.2....Length of pipe involved, and reports on the succass or failure of the
-•.-.systems are recorded in tabular form and entered in Appendixes A and B.
""'- he most serious failures reported are in underground hot pipeline systems
•.,.where, in most cases, the lines are -Installed below the water table.
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INTRODUCT ION

The pur.!pose of this study was to assemble information from Govern-
* ment ac(ivities at different locations, to compare and evaluate the data,

-~ ar'd to obtain some realistic value of the pipe corrosion problems pre-
vailin-' in Government activities. The findings of the study will be
liseu to furm'tlate procedures for a series of field tests to determine
materials which can be most economically substituted for presently
s pecifi,2d systems. Information obtained contains case histor:Zes where
serious pipe corrosion has occurred, and what field measures were used
to check accelerated corrosion. Locations where corrosion control was
difficult and maintenance v.as high, suggest possible sites for more

* . intensive investigations. During the survey, special attention was
given to the use of noncorrosive materials, to heat distribution piping,

N and to cathodic protection applications, which in many cases were reported
0 to be quite effective.

Information as to the characteristics of the soil, the sites of
pipeline failure, and the observations of operating personnel, were
recorded for possible future fields of exploration.

Over the past ten years some activities have reported on literally
hundreds of individual pipe ecaks, but the pipe failures recorded in this

* *.report have been limited to those of major contai ncas e histories Lhre
of many successful installations are also inciud,,d.

Costs for repairs of pipe failnUeS were requested at all sites, but
where the work was performed r y station personnel, no useable recordl of
costs were found to be avsilahle. Station maintenance costs for all types
of repairs are charged to one account making it impossiae 1tt weLermine
the amounts actually speat on corrosion repairs. This is one reason why
other investhig ating agecti is using government accounting records have
erroneously predicted excessive corrosion maintenance costs.

'a'. In' omat ion for this ,,Ldy WAS gathe~cad thy NCEL engincers who visited
the SOWESTDIVDOCKS, ZNURWESTDIVUGCI-J 12Nfl, 14ND, 6ND, and SOU.STMIDOCKS.
Wjthlt- UICSC divisions and d'istricts twenlty-three ativitie's were visited
and informattion was obtained an sverial others. The data on pipe failures
and the use of plastics pipe came chiefly from personnel in the public

0 works offices, while data on soils came chietly from, corroeion report.-
written by consulting engincers. Specimens of pipe failures were
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frequently available for examination. Trenches and manholes were
inspected in problem areas and occasionally a replacement or pipeline
repair was observed in progress.

NCEL engineers were impressed by the efforts of public works
personnel in substantially reducing corrosion costs through the use
of noncorrosive materials and cathodic protection.

ENVIRONMENT OF PIPING SYSTEMS

Soils

Data shown in Appendix A, Table I, were reproduced from reports
made by consulting engineers who conducted corrosion surveys at the
activities visited. Activities along the coast generally have a lot
of earth fill which, if not corrosive itself, often covers a corrosive
marshland. Inland activities are frequently located in areas unsuited
for agriculture, such as old lake beds where the soil is highly alkaline.

* Consequently, the presence of corrosive soil at Naval activities is to
be expected and should be considered in the design of buried structuices
so that the optimum in corrosion protection in the initial construction
of permanent structures may be the most economical investment.

Resistivity tests give a good indication of the degree of corrosi-

vity of the soil; however, the results should be considered in conjunction
with other factors. The following quotation is taken from Reference 1:

"Low resistivity soils are corrosive. Medium and high resisti-

vity soils were once thought of as not being particularly
corrosive. However, much corrosion has been found in high
resistivity soil areas, consequently, difference in resistivity

, of soils in contact with different parts of a structure is a r
- more accurate indication with medium and high resistivity soils.

"Alkaline soils are usually very low in resistivity because of
large amounts of soluble salts in the soil, and are considered
as being very corrosive."

Three thousand ohm-per-cubic centimeter (called ohm-cm) is classified as
low and therefore corrosive, but a pipe passing through soils of different
resistivities may be inj a corrosive area even though the resistivities
are as high as 30,000 ohm-cmr. It is for this reason thar the following
statement taken from Type Specifications TS-P28e 1962 IV does not ade-

6 quately cover the situation;

"If readings indicate a soil resistivity ot less than 2,000 ohm per
cubic centimeter, then a detailed investigation for cathodic
protection shall be undertaken."

2€
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Atmospheric Conditions

Most systems studied were located underground; consequently, atmos-
pheric conditions were not as important as soil conditions. However, for
those activities which have pipes under piers the outdoor environment is
quite important. Piers vary in construction and location but generally
speaking the pipes under piers are subject to high humidity, salt spray
and sometimes splash. In addition to this, pipe coatings are frequently
damaged by floating debris which leads to accelerated corrosion of the
exposed metal. In Charleston the pipes are sometimes completely under
water which aggravates the problem. In Key West, where the temperature

*• and humidity are consistently high, atmospheric conditions are extremely
corrosive which not only causes deterioration of pipes under piers but
also many components of mechanical systems such as cooling towers and
storage tanks.

"PIPING SYSTEMS

Steam Pipes

The four major categories of underground steam pipes are (1) pre-
\5 fabricated conduit, (2) concrete trenches or tunnels, (3) tile conduit

5. and (4) insulating hydrocarbons. Categories (1) and (2) are most
important, category (3) is used only sparingly, and category (4) no
longer qualifies for installation at Naval activities under Type
Specifications TS-P28e.

Prefabricated conduit systems consist of single or multiple insulated

piping completely enclosed in a waterproof conduit. A continuous annular
space is maintained between the outer surface of the pipe insulation and
the inner surface of the conduit. The outer casings are usually steel,
cast iron or asbestos-cement. When the prefabricated sections are put in

place, the pipes are welded together and the casing ends are welded,
bolted or bonded. A protective coating is applied to the casing joints
"which is particularly important for welds where electro-chemical cells

"".;.. may form. To qualify as a class "A" system it must be capable of with-
,. standing 20 psig air pressure which permits the installation of the

• system in any site where the water table is expected to be above the
bottom of the conduit at any time.

The prefabricated systems encountered in this study were all of steel
"conduit with tie exception of case S-ll1 (see Appendix B, Table III 'I.ere

.ist iron was tried as a replacement. The failures to these systems
* constitute the most serious corrosion probleoms reported d, ring this study.

The two principal causes of failure were (1) soil corrosion which
perforated the casing, thus opening the way for flooding, and (2) internal
corrosion of the condensate main which resulted in internal currosion of

3
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the casing. Some activities, which have very corrosive soil, have

cathodic protection on all underground steel pipes for gas and fuel

oil but none on their prefabricated conduit system. In view of the
fact that the cost per foot of conduit containing a 2-1/2-inch steam

main is approximately six and one-half times greater than an equiva-

lent sized gas main, it seems rather incongruous that it should be
left unprotected. The Federal Construction Council, made similar
observations in their field investigation of underground heat distri-
bution systems, which are noted in Reference 2.

If a conduit is carrying a steam main only, the greatest danger

is from soil corrosion to the conduit rather than failure of the steam

pipe which resists corrosion because of its high temperature. Where
failure of the conduit occurs, the insulation becomes wet, resulting
in unnecessary steam demands because of heat loss to the soil. Case
S-VI is an example of conduit failure and undetermined heat loss. If
the conduit is carrying both steam and condensate the possibility of
internal corrosion in the return line is an additional hazard. The

occurrence of su,.h leaks may go undetected for some time causing
interior corrosion of the conduit and exterior corrosion of the piping.

* All failures discussed above are difficult to locate; consequently,

N':' their discovery and tepair are usually quite costly.

%. In prefabricated conduit design, the main countermeasure being
taken is to increase the thickness of the metal casing and the quality

of the protective coating. Unfortunately, these measures are no
* guarantee against poor workmanship during installation. As an addi-

"tional protective measure, cathodic protection should be given adequate
consideratio.o. An alternate approach would be the development of

'- noncorrosive conduits which could be made compatible with the temper-

-.... atures and expaisions associated with the steam pipe. Asbestos-cement
looks promising and other materials such as PVC and epoxy-glass should
be investigated for this application. Cellular g&asi" might be used as
a protective insulation requiring no conduit.

4" . Trenches are known as class "B" systtms, which Ar installed on
sites where water or the water table is not expected i oL-ive the
bottom of the conduit at any time. Where thi installations havv truly
been on class "B" sites, the trencheas proved to be highly successful.
At a number of activities along the gulf coast and eastern seaboard,
where the water table is high and drainage peor, as in cases S-XII and

S S-XIX, the trenches are frequently flooded resulting in insulation
damage, loss of heat and external corrosion of the condensate pipes.
The initial cost of trenches is higher than other enclosures but the
life expectancy is almost unlitited, which has made them a pood investment
at many activtLics. The only failures to trenciies themselves were reported
in cases S-X and S-XVII where the reinforcing bars corroded.

4
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Tile conduit systems like trenches are known as class "B" systems.
Cases S-XX and S-XXI are examples of successful installations, but they
are relatively expensive and not as convenient for repairs as trenches.

Furthermore, trenches are more capable of carrying away water due to
seepage without wetting the pipe insulation.

Insulating hydrocarbons were widely used after World War II as an
inexpensive method of providing both insulation and corrosion protection
with a single material. The "hydrocarbon" is a granular asphaltic 1.

material which under the proper conditions of pouring and "curing" forms
three zones - consolidated, sintered and loose. The consolidated zone,
next to the pipe, provides the corrosion protection while the other two
layers provide insulation. Unfortunately, the three zones are not always
properly maintained and the pipe becomes exposed to the soil due to
cracking or slumping of the hydrocarbon. Cases S-XXII and S-XXIII are
examples of successful installations, but many failures have been re-
ported in the past with the result that this method is no longer 16

permitted under BUDOCKS instructions.

Condensate Pipes

Underground condensate pipes are installed in the same manner as
steam pipes. Consequently, the previous reirarks concerning conduits,
trenches and insulating hydrocarbons also apply to condensate installa-
tions. Additional comments will be made on both internal and external
corrosion of the pipes which do not generally apply to steam pipes.

The most serious problem is internal corrosion. The Bureau of Mines
has done some excellent work in this field and maintenance engineers
should have ready access to their reports. Internal corrosion is due
mainly to thý presence of carbon dioxide. Berk and Hopps in a Bureau of

4Mines report state that "if the carbon dioxide content of the steam
cannot be kept from reaching a corrosion producing level, the only other
positive method of protecting the conventional steel or wrought iron
return system is neutral Zat tion of the carbonic acid in the system.."
Neutralizing amines are used at most of the activitiec included in this
study. However, the treatment is quite expensive where the feedwater
trake-up rate is high. It is debatable as to whether it is econounically
better to use the amines or to replace the corroded pipe with a more
expensive noncorrosive pipe. Case C-I (Appendix 8, Table Ill) g.ves
sure cost figures which illustrate the problem for one activity with a
higIt make-up rate, and since many Naval activities have a high make-up
rate, Lhe economical aspects of amine treatment should be closely watched.

S
In a number of instances, such as cases C-VI and C-X, there is

evidence that ferrous condensate pipes are so expensive to maintain and
replace that it is cheaper to elirninate the return pipes, dump the conden-
sate and use 100 per cent make-up. These cases apply where water can be
economically wasted.

-e5
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The worst failures were found where external corrosion occurred
in combination with internal corrosion as in cases C-X and C-XI.

The findings indicate that wider applications should be made of
the use of epoxy-glass, copper or possibly stainless s eel pipe which is
sometimes used in commercial district heating systems. Under the section
on Plastics Pipes, Case P-If (Appendix B, Table IX) gives comments on a
rigorous test of a pressurized condensate main using cast epoxy-glass.
Other information on characteristics and comparative costs of different
materials can be found in keference 6.

Hot Water Pipes

Hot water systems when located underground are installed in the same
way as steam systems and their problems are somewhat parallel. Hot water
heating systems have very little internal corrosion and the high tempera-
ture pipes are able to resist external corrosion. Domestic water systems
having fresh water continually introduced into the pipes frequently fail
from i•ternal corrosion.

The trenches in case H-I and case H-I11 (Appendix B, Table IV) have
served their purpose well, but in case H-If the trench was placed below

* .~.* the water table resulting in damage to 25 per cent of the insulation and
a heat loss costing $26,000 per year.

The prefabricated steel conduit in case H-IV, with an exterior coating
as its only protection, failed in three years, whereas, the steel jacket

i in case H-VI under cathodic protection has been intact for twenty years.
This was one of the rare cases where cathodic protection was found on hot
pipk conduit, and the results suggest that it should be used more often.

,-so H-VVW illustrates the drastic results that can occur when an
internal leak goes undetected inside a conduit. Every effort should be
made to avoid this costly problem, either by placing the pipes which are
subject to internal corrosion in a separate conduit or using noncorrosive
pipes.

• The use of insulating concrete was encountered only once and the
unfortunate results outlined in case U-IX are in accordance with Refer-
ence 7, which reported on numerous cases and found the method to be
quite unsatisfactory.

For domestic hot water, copper pipes were preferred and no leaks
* were reported; however, copper is not immune from attack by CO,. Some

typical case histories with preventive measures are given in R6ferences 8
and 9.
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Cold Water Pipes

•d

The most notable water pipe failures occurred to large copper
fittings installed in asbestos-cement systems; to ferrous lines as a
result of soil corrosion; and to pipes under piers. The failure of
copper tees in asbestos-cement systems is rather unique and has proved
costly and troublesome in a number of cases. It poses no special prob-
lem, however, since cast iron fittings have been very successful for
this requirement. Soil corrosion has been extensive and coatings are
not a foolproof solution to the problem since there is ample evidence
that coatings are damaged during installation leaving the exposed pipe
subject to corrosion. The best answer to this problem is the use of

cathodic protection for existing systems and noncorrosive materials
for new systems. In a number of instances dissimilar metals were the
cause of failure. But, in case W-XIII (Appendix B, Table V), at Mare
Island, where cast iron bolts were anodic to the cast iron pipe, the
failure would not likely be anticipated by the average design engineer.

' "This emphasizes the importance of having competent corrosion engineers
approve new installations. Pipes under piers are subject to a salt

* spray environment and to liquids and other matter dripping from the
deck. Frequently, the pipes must resist wave action and floating
debris which means that the pipes must be strong as well as corrosion
resistant. Because of their location they are expensive to repair or
replace; consequently, if space is available, they are usually relocated
on deck. Case W-.'VII gives an example of the successful use of asbestos-
cement pipe which has been avoided by others because of its brittleness.

Sea Water Pipes

Failures in sea water pipes were due to internal corrosion, soil
corrosion ard external corrosion under piers. The failures reported
were not extensive although in case B-I (Appendix B, Table VI) a large
system has become a major maintenance problem due to graphitization.
It is difficult to remedy this situation but new installations can avoid
the trouble through the use of asbestos-cement pipe or cement lined steel.
With regard to external corrosion, twe remarks previously made concerning
"fresh water pipes are applicable.

O
.Natural Gas Pipes

All six cases of gas pipe failures described in Appendix B, Table VII,
were due to soil corrosion and some of them were very costly. Excellent
coatings were used on most of these installations but it has been well

• demonstrated that when the soil is highly corrosive a good coating will1 o
not guarantee protection. As the Federal Construction Council reported
for protective coverings ".., because of the high incidence of mechanical

* damage, which is not covered by existing criteria, it is also concluded
"that laboratory tests for resistance to abrasion and puncture, and 'holiday'

% 7 O
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tests for coverings after installation should be developed." Until such

'holiday' tests have been perfected, the findings indicate that cathodic

protection is a practical solution for protecting steel pipe in a corrosive
soil. The use of plastics pipe as mentioned under the section on Plastics
Pipes may eventually solve the problem.

I Fuel Oil Pipes

SOil is a valuable com~modity and for this reason it is not difficult

•" to justify the use of cathodic protection on all fuel lines. The most
• •.serious corrosion failures reported were cases F-I adF-II (Appendix B,

,: Table VIII) where cathodic protection had not been installed. Corrosion

.• under piers, cases F-III, F-IV, and F-V, is a more aggravating problem.
~Some of the coatings being tested on an above ground section of the Key

West aqueduct* are highly satisfactory and might be considered for pipes

under piers (see case W-XII, Appendix B, Table V).

Sewer Pipes

_•.:Cases D-I, D-If and D-Ill (Appendix B, Table IX) describe failures
=Q of cast iron, concrete and asbestos-cement pipes. In all cases the crown

"" ~of the pipes failed from apparent attack by sewer gases.

:" This type of failure is characteristic of fairly long systems instal-

'." led with a minimum grade. In such cases the sewage bas a low velocity and
i becomes septic in the pipe, releasing gases such as hydrogen sulphide

which attack the pipe. Insufficient venting and warm temperatures acceler-
• ate the septic process. Vitrified clay, epoxy lined asbestos-cement and

•% polyvinyl chlorid lined concrete are recornnended for such installations.
": ~PVC has not been widely used for sewer lines but Reference 11 describes
,%. a highly successful installation with details of eonstruction techniques
•.which should make it competitive for all ca~es. Many Naval activitiesJ

must contend with small slopes in their sewer systems aa•d should, therefore,
' : avoid the use of any pipe subject to sewer gas attacke. 'Me damage to pumps
''•..described in case D-1V is another example of unfortunatea des-ign.

:. Plastics Pipes

• ~~Althougih the use of plast•ics pipe is quitLe restrioted under BUDOCKS
[¢.•.'.instructions this study revealed at least ten diffferent applications.

¢,•€The most extensive use of plastics pipe, generally PVC or WB is
•V.'. for service lines an potable water systems. In corrosive soil areas where
i•,•galvanized pipes% were unsatisfactory the substitution of plastic has been

e.'•*The aqueduct test coatings were applied in October 1959 under contract
.•.•'.to BUDOCKS (subproject NYf450 004-22).
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a real money saver. Cases P-I, P-II and P-Ill (Appendix B, Table X)
are test installations of condensate pipes employing two kinds of
epoxy-glass. Cases P-IV and P-XII are examples of PVC and polyethylene
being used under piers, and more such installations are planned at the
Naval Station in Key West. These installations should be followed
closely by those activities which have this corrosion pro)-lem. Case
P-VIII illustrates the successful use of epoxy-glass in sea water.
Although the initial material cost in this case was almost four times

"2:. greater than steel it has now proved to be a more economical installa-
"tion. A highly successful use of plastics pipe is in lawn sprinkler
systems where the use of fertilizers and frequent waterings have played
havoc with ferrous pipe.

An interesting use of plastic is described in case P-XVI where
schedule 80 PVC was permitted in a propane system. Under normal circum-
stances, BUDOCKS does not permit the use of plasLics pipe for gas lines
and neither do some of the gas companies. However, both PVC and acetal
types are being used for this service in commxercial installations. One
acetal installation in Louisiana consists of 5-1/2 miles of transmission
pipe and over eleven miles of distribution networks. PVC is being used
for gas pipes in several communities in Iowa and Nebraska. At the
present time cathodic protection is required on miles of steel gas pipe
at Naval activities, so it appears that research should be continued in
the use of plastics pipe for gas service. Other applicatioius include
drains and vent stacks, cable ducts, brine lines and downspouts.

FINDINGS

1. Host activities visited have at least some areas where the soil
is very corrosive.

2. Failures in underground heat distribution systems located below
the water table constituted the =ost serious corrosion problems encountered
in the study.

"3. P!eat distribution systems located in trenches above the water table
have txperienced very little corrosion resulting from the external environ-
ment,

°. The use ot ieut•aliring aerines has greatly reduced the incidence
of internal corrosion in condensate litoes; however, %Mere make-up rates
are high the amine treatment may not be the aost economical method.

5. In sev•ral test sites, epoxy-glass has given excellent service
in gravity flo condensate lines,

6. Pipes under piers are a problem at most shore establishments.

--•. -9
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7. Sewer systems installed with minimum. slope suffered failures
when the pipes were not resistant to sewer gas attack.

8. .Many activities, particularly along the Pacific and Gulf coasts,
rely heaviiy on Cathodic protection for their underground ferrous piping

systems.

9., In coated pipe systems, the coatings were frequently damaged
during installation and pipe joints were not always properly covered
after being welded in the field. This led to corrosion and the necessity
of applying cathodic protection.

10. The use of dissimilar metals due to poor design has resulted in

many failures on water and gas service lines.

11. The use of asbestos-cement and plastic materials has been

highly successful for cold water systems.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMWINDATIONS

I.Tighter specifications are needed for copper tees installed in
asbestos-cement water mains. The results of this survey indicate, how-
ever, that cast iron fittings can be used in such installations.

2. Sewer pipe subject to sewer gas attack, such as unlined asbestos-

cement, should not be used in systems with minimum slope; however,
vitrified clay or epoxy lined asbestos cement -are satisfactory. Also
suitable are styrene rubber and polyethylene pipe which are covered by
existing Department of Comawrce Standards.

3. Epoxy-glass pipe, either cast or lamilnated, should be permitted for

use in J;W'Vity flOW co.deasa~e lilies.

•',4. Ili selectiarg pipe coatings ýor pipes above groutid, the Key West
i"•'.'Aqtieduct test coatings should be- considt-re-d.

.4

• . 5. Th~e economy• of using; nfan-iertous materials Iia the conde~n:ate return
S~line, or of dunpling the condensate, sh-ould be investigated when
-.- "desivtp-=ng a steam -syste with a high makeup rate requiring coasidi.rablc.

k*

"o6. 11 inf[orritio.-i given in type Speceification ICS-1`28e 1962 conicerning,
-,,soil corrosivity zand the use of cathe-dtc protection should be ttýre
• @ ¢•plete. It should Include the ini.ormation "if re~adings indirate _
•g. significant. differences in soil ýesistivity of the so u hich will be
• ,•.in contaet. with the pipe, thaw a detailed invtstig~ation for cathodic
,,.'protection should he under taken."
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7. Failures of prefabricated steel conduits for heating systems probably
would have been less frequent if cathodic protection were adequately used
in these installations.

8. Noncorrosive materials suitable for fabricating conduit for under-
ground heating systems are available but techniques are lacking.

9. Concrete trenches where properly located have proved to be a good
investment.

K 10. Great savings could be made by placing more pipes above ground,
particularly where the water table is high and the soil corrosive.

11. The designs for new piping systems should be reviewed by competent
corrosion engineers before installation.

12. An improved accounting of maintenance costs would separate the
amounts actually spent on corrosion repairs, making it possible to
predict future rates of corrosion failures. Such information is important

* for programming pipeline replacements.

13. Noncorrosive materials in some piping systems have not only reduced
the cost of repairs and replacements but have removed the burden of pro-
viding coatings and cathodic protection. The ultimate objective should
therefore be the use of noncorrosive materials in all piping systems.

14. For gas, fuel, hot water and condensate piping systems, research and
field testing on plastics pipe should be vigorously pursued.

15. Pipes under piers should be treated as a special problem because
"pier construction and pipe hangers need to be considered in conjunction
with the pipe material.
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